In the beginning

There was cogs3...
Learn:

Website

HTML
CSS
JavaScript
Photoshop
Python
Excel

Portfolio
Design
Layout
CV
Resume
HTML - Hyper Text Markup Language

Text vs. Word

"Plain text" vs. explicit formatting

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)
html

interpreted by browser

compiled

c code

compiled to .o

displayed

output
Text Editor

Smart text editor

Sublime, Notepad++, VSCode, Atom

Syntax of the language
<html>
<html>
  <head>
    <title>Hello world</title>
  </head>
  <body>
    <p>ways to succeed in cogs3</p>
    <ul>
      <li>attend lecture</li>
      <li>bring Dr. Boyle tea</li>
      <li>do the work</li>
      <li>pay attention</li>
      <li>answer questions in class :-) </li>
    </ul>
  </body>
</html>
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ways to succeed in cogs3

- attend lecture
- bring Dr. Boyle tea
- do the work
- pay attention
- answer questions in class :-}